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A b s t r a c t
Random walks have been used to c a l c u l a t e the energ ies of

the ground s t a t e s i n systems of N*3, 6, 9, 12 quarks. M u l t i -

quark s t a t e s with N > 3 are unstable with respect t o the

spontaneous d i s s o c i a t i o n i n t o color s i n g l e t hadrons. We have

enployed the codi f ied Green's function Monte Carlo algorithm

which proved to be more simple and much more accurate than

the conventional few body methods. In c o n t r a s t t o other t e c h -

niques, the same equations are used for any number of p a r -

t i c l e s , while the computer time i n c r e a s e s only l i n e a r l y УS.

the nur.cer of p a r t i c l e s .

Fig. - 2, ref. - 26
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1. Introduction

The problem of the existence of multiquark states and th«?ir

properties is today one of the moat important in hndron spect-

roscopy. This problem Is also of vital importance to the de-

rivation of nuclear physics from quantum chromodynni:dcs. The

multiquark systems have been investigated in the framework of

different approaches: the additive two body potentials, the

I flux-tube model, the ba^ model, tho lattice QCD, etc. Each of

these models has its own merits and drawbacks; the comparison

between different models Is not our aim in this paper. The

important point is that in multiquark spectroscopy one is

confronted not only with tho difficulties imposa/by the comple-

xity of tho QCD in the infrared region, but also with the

"technical" tor»k of solving the many-body problem. Aa the num-

ber of particles increases and the interaction becomes more

complicated the traditional many-body methods (such as varia-

tionul, Faddeev equations, hypersphericFAl formalism) inevi-
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tably face with «intractable difficulties. The accuracy of the

calculations, in particular the accuracy in determination of

the wave function, becomes eventually uncontrollable, while

the computer time increases catastrophically. In addition,

for any given number of particles its own rather cumbersome

system of equations should be written. In this paper we show

that the ground state energy and the wave function of multi-

quark system (and in general of any quark or nuclear system)

can be easily and very precisely calculated via the Green's

function bionte Carlo method. The idea is to use the Euclidean

(imaginary time) propagator for the system as a filter produ-

cing the ground eigenstate. The advantage of this method,

besides its high accuracy, is the uniform type of equations

for any number of particles. We propose an improved version

of the Green's function Monte Carlo method. We consider the

simplest states made of ff«3, 6, 9, 12 quarks. The application

of the same method to more complicated dynamical problems

not amenable to analysis through other methods will be the

subject of a subsequent paper.

2» Green's Function Konte Carlo (GFMC)

This section introduces the basic ideas of the Quantum

Green's Function Uonte Carlo method (CTMC). Till now the G3MC

was mainly used in statistical and molecular physics and

therefore we find it appropriate to present a pedagogical ex-

position of the method for the readers not acquainted with

the original works of Xalos, Серегley and other authors /1-11/.
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The GFMC is based on an old ldea
t
 attributed to Fermi

/1/, that the imaginaty time Schrodinger equation is equiva-

lent to the diffusion equation with branching (source-sink).

However, apart from some simple problems solved in the early

1950's, this approach has received no impetus until Kalos /2/

introduced such a major improvement as importance sampling

or guiding function* The first serious success of GFMC was

the calculation by Kalos, Levesque, and Verlet /3/ of the

ground state energy of 100 hard spheres at densities near mel-

ting. Then the method was generalized to treat fermions /V»

and simulations of the properties of the electron gas /4/ and

liquid % e /5/ were performed in good agreement with the expe-

riment» Recently the GFMC yielded the ground state energies

of small molecules (H,, LiH, Li2» H2O) with a record accuracy

/6/ and the muon-alpha sticking probability /?/» The striking

successes of GFMC inspired the field theory specialists to

use it in lattice simulation; the corresponding versions of

GFMC go by the names of Projector Monte Carlo /8/ and Guided

Handom Walks /9/. Some papers dealing with applications of

the GFMC to nuclear physics have been published /1O
t
11/. Today

the most efficient GFMC algorithm seems to be the one descri-

bed in papers /6/.

Now let us explain the essence of the GFMC following

Ref. /6/. Consider a syatem of N particles with the Hamil-

toninn H . Let R denote a point in the ?N-dlmensional con-

figuration ярпсе» Lot us analytically continue to purely ima-

ginary time, A : i t ( л s 1 in our units)* and let

E^ represent a constant shift in the zero of energy, whose



introduction proves useful* Then the Schrodinger equation

takes the form

Г_ ы + V(R) - £rJ
where J) = (2m)"*'', m being the mass of each of the par-

ticles (for simplicity we restrict ourselves т;о particles ha-

ving the same mass). Jjet us expand 4*{n fij in a complete

set of eigenftmctions Щ (R) of the Hamiltonian H . One

finds

, fi) =£ Ci ехр[-(£ ~£
т
) p] Yi (R).

i

this expression it follows that at sufficiently long

times only the term corresponding to the ground state sur-

vivesf

Hence we may conclude that at large values of & the asymp-

totic solution is a steady-state solution, provided that Ец, is

adjusted to the ground state energy E Q .

Let us now introduce the guiding function тг^Ж)» The

introduction of this function is also called importance

sampling. One tries to choose the guiding function in such

a way as to incorporate the known singularities of the poten-

tial Y(R) (e.g. the singularity of the Coulomb potential

at the origin). The product wave function j?fR
}j
&)= Y(R,g>W(*(R),

by virtue of (1), satisfies the equation
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where the quantity Е^(Е) is the local energy obtained from

the guiding function

and the "quantum force" /~Q is given by

According to Eq. (2) the evolution of the distribution X (K,
я

is a result of three factors: 1) branching with the replication

factor expf- 8 k-bl'i)~ E-TJJ '
 2
) random diffusion with a.

mean squared displacement being IS D г 3) drift proportio-

nal to 6 Г £ by the guiding quantum force. The new Eq.(2)

has two superiorities over the original Eq. (1). Firstly, the .-

quantum force guides the random walks away fron regions where

the guiding function T g is small toward regions where

it is largoj a reasonable guiding function will therefore

substantially reduce the computer time. Secondly, in the ori-

ginal Eq. (1) the replication factor is proportional to '

and thus it gives rise to large \~ ET]\
fluctuations of the population in the regions where the po- !

tential V(R) has singularities. In contrast to that the }

branching factor in Eq. (2) contains the local energy E(H)

which with a good choice of Y/t oeeed not become singular

when K(H) does.
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. Now we may write instead of the differential Eq. (2) an

equivalent evolution equation

where Oj. [RyR j tj is the diffusion density matrix corres-

ponding to diffusion and drift from В to R
1
 t

For large times by adjusting Ej = E Q one may achieve a steady-

state distribution

f(R,A+t)*f(R,fi).
Equations (5-7) constitute the essence of the Diffusion Monte

Carlo method (ШС) /4/. Unfortunately, due to the finite time

step i t i s difficult to estimate the ultimate accuracy of

ШС. In the GPl'G equations which will be formulated shortly the

finite time step error i s removed. Also the efficiency of the

GJMC i s somewhat better than that of ШС*

Let us describe the evolution of the distribution •£('*

using the exact density matrix D * eJCpl- JbH) in place of

• Then Eq» (5) goes into

f& (*yL nfni „ I
(8)

She exact density matrix О is not known but it can be re-

lated -via an integral equation to any trial density matrix
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and then sampled stochastically using the -von Neumann-Ulam

random walks. The density matrix p obeys the Bloch equa-

tion /12/

dfi
with the init ial condition

Let us choose an arbitrary density matrix Oj- (in parti-

cular, A- may be the high-temperature density matrix or

the kernel for the JK-dimensional harmonic oscillator). Making

use of Sqs. (9-10) i t is easy to obtain /12,6/ the following

equation for the exact density matrix О t

0
where the kernel Д is given by

In сазе when the tr ial density matrix 0 is an exact one

for a certain potential V-p , the kernel jK takes the

fore
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Kquation (11) i s solved iteratively by a stochastic process

(see oelow) and therefore the smaller is the kernel J\ ,

the quicker is the convergence. From Eqs. (12) and (9) i t

follows that the kernel /f i s small provided that 0T

is a good approximation to the exact density matrix Q .

Next, i t is convenient to go over from Eqs. (8) and (11) to

the time independent form of equations. This is done in the

same way as the transformation from the time-depondent to the

energy-dependent Green's functions

-iut J
e ~* H-i'

Similar transformation for the density matrix 0 in perfor-

med via the Laplace transform

\ . Making the same operation on the kernel f( , we obtain the

i following final equation for the density matrix

A\dR'p(RfR
a)K(R*,*'}.

Now the evolution of the distribution is obtained by applying

the operator J> (R, R1) many times to the initial distribu-

•



Eqs. (14-15) are the basic equations of the GFMC. Let us show

that asymptotically the procedure (15) filters the ground state

wave function. From (13) and (15) we have

If <C 'o
will dominate

» ЪЪ.сп for large n the ground state

3. Random Walks Algorithm

To obta in the ground s t a t e energy and the wave funct ion

from the system of equat ions (14-15) the following a lgor i thm

i s used /6/ .

1. Choose ET , t^, and £>T .

2. An ensemble of points j i{ (1 ^ i ^ Pj) is se-

lected according to the distribution Jt - I ̂ g(RJ P» This

:wt ir> referred to as tin.- first generation. The typical po-

of (-he first, f,enoration i« within tho interval

1 0 ? p i

Л. Л tii;»: stop is sampled for each point from the distri-
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bution 11 С

4. Deffuse and drift all the coordinates of one of the

initial configutations for one time step. The diffusion is

performed by means of the diffusion density matrix (6), Thus

we arrive at a new configuration /•" t J •

5. Then the branching occurs. Imroediatelly to the next

generation pass the so-called direct point the number of which

is equal to

It is easy to see that direct points cox-respond to the first

term in the right hand side of the integral equation (14),

The П-. is inserted into the denominator of Eq. (17) in or-

der to compensate for the action of the diffusion density

matrix at the previous step. In general, /Y}£ is not an

integer. To convert it to an integer we add a random number

uniformly distributed in the interval [0,1 ] and then

round off.

6. To sprout another braach of the process we generate

the so called intermediate points with multiplicity

This corresponds to the first iteration of Eq. (14). The

quantity ГП. т is rounded off in the same way as Ш]у .

7. Then each of the intermediate points is considered the

same as the points of th«s first generation, i.e. it undergoes
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all the operations starting from step (3).

8. Each of the intermediate configutations generates both

further direct and intermediate configurations. The former

are added to the direct Configurations already emerged at

the step (5)» while the latter are again sources for more di-

rect and intermediate configurations.

9. When all initial configurations, their intermedia"!.о

descendants, the intermediate configurations originated from

intermediate fonfiguraticns, etc, have been exhausted, the

sampling of the first generation -/Д^)
 i s

 finisher.. This

will occur within a finite time interval, provideJ rh:;t zY-.•:•

average m~ < 1.

10. Obviously, the sequence of operations describe.: .-I'DCVC

is equivalent to the following iterations of tin- inU.'̂ -ггЛ

cqu?tion (14):

- A - p r * K -f- I S - j v * K * К + . . . ~*

?r
where

The density nmLrij! obtaine-.l in this v.;:y actu on the distribu-

tion -t^ . Tlivrofore t t.ho distribution of poiuts in the ao-

^oi!t>r;il.ion is n auirplo fj4om the function
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The total population of the second generation is

This random walks process continues until enough statist ics

is obtained. The population of the n-th generation is

T.n our calculations the number of generations n was about

p

10 . The scheme of the algorithm is sketched in Fig. 1.

The ground state energy in GEMC may be calculated in two

different ways; from the change of the average population and

from the average local energy. The f i rst option is based on

Eq. (16) which yields

The second possibility stems from Eq. (3) for the local ener-

gy Eĵ CR). Taking the average of the local energy over the

distribution /t(H), we get

In the limit Л -» CO we have /л~* %Wg and hence

The ground state wave function Ц*о i s obtained from the

distribution of the points in the n-th generation. Asympto-

tically we obtain
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Heedless to say that in order to get an absolutely exact

value of E Q one should start with infinite number of initial

points anc proceed on till infinity» The analysis of errors

of real calculations is performed according to a scheme

which is in common with any Monte Carlo calculation (for de-

tails see Kef. /6/). However, two remarks are in order concer-

ning the accuracy of GMC calculations. Firstly, the local

energy estimate usually has a smaller variance than the c-sti-

mate based on the population growth. However, one should per-

forc both estimates in order to be sure that the program runs

properly. Secondly, with the calculation tame T increasing

the error decreases according to inherent in any Monte Carlo

—1/2

calculstion law **• T ' .

With growing number of particles the calculation time

needed to achieve any given accuracy grows only linearly.

Therefore in particle physics and nuclear physics an accuracy

surpassing the accuracy of the physical model is easily

attainable.

The efficiency of the algorithm may be improved if at

each step one aums P2^ +!Ti-n-ГП. and then with probability

/??£ /fil considers all these copies ns direct points and

with probability It]j //71 ar. intermediate points. Also one

should throw nway some number of initial generations since

they carry reminiscenses of the initial distribution.
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; The outlined method has an essential limitation, namely

the kernel К must be positive. If this condition is viola-

ted the probability for the point to pass into the next gene-

ration may exceed unity or the population may become negative.

On the other hand, the kernel К should be small in order

for the process to converge quickly. For a small kernel the

positivity requirement is especially unconvenient since for

soiss random walks such a kernel may easily change i t s sign.

7/e propose the following way to circumvent this difficulty.

When solving the integral equation (14) we generate the distri-

bution of points with some measure dXi [Rj ~ f('R/ dn. . The

nction of the probability density may be introduced provided

that p (H) > 0. Then the quantity

JJ
may be calculated as the following sum

where the points R ; are distributed with the measure

dlil (R) . If the function / (B) i s free to change sign,

or even to become complex, the usual notion of the measure

I (R)dR becomes meaningless. I t i s proposed in this case to

genetate points with probability density cljli(RJ-

Then the quantity I reads
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where <b(R) i s the phase of the function ^ (Я) ( •(• (R) =

= £l (1(R)\ ) . How we may compute I according to

the equation

To solve the integral equation (14) using the modified &И1С

(MGMC) one should substitute A for jKj in Sqs, (1?-

-18), so that ГП.£ and /7?/ s t i l l have the meaning of pro-

babi l i t ies . Each of the points R from any generation i s

accompanied by i t s phase O[RJ . This phase remains unchangea

if the point passes into the next generation. However if the

point becomes an intermediate one, the phase transforms into

О —* О -*~ Оi f where О, i s the phase of the kernel К »

Д = expUuj -jKI . In our problem the kernel may change

sign but remains real, therefore all phases are either О or

Jl . Equation (19) for Pn is substituted for the following

one

N ib(R-)

J--i >

while Eq. (21) for <£"///. n 0 " reads

/Г\ - (24)

Necessary to note that in papers /6/ the GFMC is appied to

the case when the ground state wave function is antisymmetric,

i.e. has some nodes. The MGMC described above is reminiscent
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of the nodal relaxation method proposed in / 6 / .

4. The masst * of the ground states of multiquark systems

In this section the GIMC is used to compute the ground

state energies of systems made of N=5» &t 9» 12 quarks. We

3hall resort to the simple nonrelativistic constituent quark mo-

del. Its validity (and failure) in multiquark systems i s dis-

cussed e.g. in Hefs. /13»1V. Only two-body potentials will be

considered since a sound basis for considering many-body forces

i s s t i l l lacking. However in GHfiC the many-body forces do not

lead to any complications.

The most reasonable choice for the interaction between

quarks is the potential due to the exchange of colour octets

/15,16/

with X • being the Gell-lllann color matrices. For i (2)

we have taken the well-known Cornell potentiqu /17/s

V U\- _ ± [ £ + — + Г] (26)
8' '' 16 I г a1 J'

where

a? s 0.52, и = 2.3Л GeV~1 (27)

The constant С and the aass of the light qairk m hnve been

choossn following Bef. /18/»

С = -0.975 GeV, P2 = 0.33 GoV (28)
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We note in passing that for this set of parameters the mass

of the ground state in the QQ system is equal to M(QQ) =

= 0.595 GeV which has to be compared with the center of gravity

of the Q - 31 system: ^с.о.д.(Р'Л) ' 0.612 fieV.

Рог the number of quarks N > 4 the coupling of the co-

lors of the constituents into a color singlet is not unique, the

color degrees of freedom are not factorized and the potential

is a matrix in the color space. A proper account of the color

mixing for the QQQQ system is presented e.g. in Ref. /19/.

We shall consider only the simplest configurations for which

the color mixing is irrelevant /20/, In the simplest symmet-

ric case when -^i^-J ~ \А'Д// we have

Note that in arriving at the expression (29) we made use of

the equation

s ,
Z ik Xj = - j N .

I t i s worth reiterating that the potential (29) i s written for

symmetric states resembling the MIT Bag Model, In thia publi-

cation me also ignore the spin dependent forces between quarks.

Thus the Hamilton!an for N quarks symmetric configura-

tion reads

£ -
The next step is to separate the centre-of-nass motion and to
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go over to the "Jacobi" coordinates X • e i = 1,2,..„
e
N-1

r

defined according to Ref. /21/

/2
[

—*

ТЪе relative coordinates Zy/ are expressed in terms of the

i
Jacobi coordinates according to the following recurrent re la- j

!
tion '

У

The following identity will be also needed

(32)

Now the Hamiltonian may be rewritten in the i'ora

. tf-i OZ A/ /

x
i

where

г/а
1

and t,he notation ?/,• IXK\ means that the; rolat.ive coordinat^u

1. : should be written in tcrmn of the J:;cobi coordin.-it/iii X

according to Eq. O1).

In variational calculations of t,h-f 3Q and 2Q2Q .'iyutcms

/1J/ tho harmonic oacillfltor potential htm bc-cn ur;cd to лррго-

ximate tho potential (3^)« This; invitoa to t?>!&,• tho kernel lor

the d=3(N-1) dimensional harmonic oscillator a:; our Lri.nl den-

sity matrix O^. x
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mu)T

exp]In ihcOfi j

x- ezpj- — ^ | р + Л ' /cA«tVjB - W R I I j >

where R i s a ^(N-i) dimensional vector with components

R = S Xfl , i = 1,2,.. . ,N-1; oC= 1, 2, 3. The t r i a l parame-
t '• J

ter CT is introduced into p_, in order to take into

account the constant С io the potential (26). The density mat-

rix (35) is an exact solution for the following potential

The IT-body problem for the potential V-. admits an explicit

solution and the ground state energy is given by

From Eq. (12) we obtain the kernel К i

I

(58)

The guiding function in our calculations is also of the os-

cillator form

The frequencies LO— and IOл were put equal to each other
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c0
r
 = u)

&
 =• cO . (40)

With this choice of ^ the diffusion and drift density matrix

has the form

(41)

Finally, for the local energy (5) we have

where И -У' ~ VT (see Eq. (J8) ) .

The numerical calculations have been carried out according

to the algorithm of section 5. At the f irst stage of the calcu-

lations the parameters id and L 7- were adjusted in order to

make the kernel д small, while the energy E^ was chooaen so

as to avoid drastic fluctuations of the population from one

generation to another. The time step J\ was Д = 0.5 GeV ,

i Table 1 contains the results of our calculations. The ener-

| gies are given in GeV. The quantity Ep is the estimate of the

} energy according to the population growth (Eq. (20) ) t find E^

is the local energy estimate (Eq. (21) ) . I t is seen from the

Table that the accuracy of our energy estimate» is in excess

L of the accuracy of the model «nd therefore the roundod value

i-. for the mass Мц = Urn + Б is presented. The computer tiim? for

<; the three body problem waa about j} hours of the EC-1060 compu-

ter however this time would be only about 45 rain if Iwico as

worse accuracy would suffice us. In Fig. 2 wo plot tho спогсу

/ t ^ V V. $. the number of generation» for the three

quark system.
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5» Results and Discussion

The most interesting results are those concerning the sys-

tems of 6j 9 and 12 quarks since the three quark system has

been already extensively studied within different approaches

/13# 18, 22-27/. However it is worth comparing our results with

the results of the hyperspherical formalis /18/, Our value of

M, is about э MeV lower than the result of Eef. /18/. The mass

M- should be compared with the center of gravity of the N - Д

system: 14
 fi
. д - 1.085 GeT". A slight difference between our

result and ^jf-l
 i s d u e t 0 t b e c n o i c e o f t h e

 constant С

(we have taken the value of С from Eef. /18/)«

The main physical conclusion on multiquark states is that

all of them are far above the thresholds for dissociation into

color singlet hadrons and therefore they would not manifest

themselves as narrow resonances. One should keep in mind how-

ever that we have considered only configurations with the

simples color structure, namely with the factorized color

degrees of freedom and with

Making use of the variational principle it is easy to prove

/20/ that the ground state of the symmetric configuration is

always above that of any other configuration

(i) . (43)

The states with different color structure will be considered in

the framework of GFMC in another publication.

One can also prove /20/ that the masses of the ground sta»

tes satisfy the relation
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I s can be seen from Table 1 our resul t s satisfy th i s requirement*

The mess spectrum of multiquark s ta tes has a property which

may be viewed as saturation of quark forces. Namely, our states

with a good accuracy l i e on a straight tra jectory:

tijf = Nn •+ С j - f . <«5>

where

С = O.-W37 GeV, £ * 0.?04 GeV (46)

In conclusion we should emphasize that the MGPMC permits

to solire the many body problem with extremely high accuracy

and using the same algorithm for any number of pa r t i c les .
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Table 1

a

3

6

9

12

Bp(GeV)

0.0978 + 0.0017

0,

0,

1,

.5176 * 0.0022

.9213 £ 0.0017

3175 ± 0.0079

0

0

0

1

.09778 • 0.00032

.5163 1 0.0005

.91936 £ О.ООО53

.3185 4, 0.0012

1.088

2,496

3.890

5.428

4*

0.363

0.416

0.432

0.440
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direct
configurations

Fig» 1. The scheme of the algorithm.
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?ig. 2. The energy of *;he three quark system V. S. the
number of generations.
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